PARAMOTORS!
(also called Powered Paragliders, or PPGs)

The least expensive, simplest, and SAFEST type of private aircraft you can buy.
Climb to thousands of feet and perform extreme aerobatics, or fly low and slow to drag feet and explore terrain, or just boat around
at a comfortable altitude and enjoy the most amazing sunset views, right from your local field.
No license required. Learn to fly solo in as little as 7 days.
No age, health, or weight limitations. Entire families can learn to fly together. Up to 600lbs capacity.
Fly for 3+ hours on a single tank of normal automobile fuel from your local gas station.
Run into the air with a foot launchable backpack unit, or attach a 32lb packable wheeled trike to roll on the ground and sit in comfort
throughout your flights.
No runway needed. Launch in just a few feet, from fields, beaches, farms, parks, back yards, small airports, etc., once you learn
how.
Folds in minutes to fit in the trunk of your car, or fit several complete flying vehicles in a mini van. Some pilots even transport their
units via motorcycle. Own and control your own gear, no hanger or rental fees required.
Add a reserve parachute and flotation for unmatched security and confidence compared to other forms of flight.
Fly legally under US ultralight regulations - just TWO simple pages of rules (compared to 1600 pages of general aviation law that
other aircraft must follow!). It's simple and quick to learn. Make your own adjustments to gear. No required maintenance logs,
flight plans, or other similar restrictions apply. More than 99% of the US air space is available for unparalleled freedom of flight.
There is no other sport like this - it's a constantly amazing, life changing experience! One of the safest and most exhilarating forms
of adventure available to humans. These units have been flown from coast to coast across the USA, from Alaska down to South
America, and everywhere around the world. Fly with friends, using convenient headset communication, or fly solo. Turn your back
yard into a mind bending port of adventure and a beautiful destination that regularly rivals any vacation spot.
Less expensive than a motorcycle. Blackhawk is America's #1 selling brand of paramotor. Complete packages, with motor, wing,
and all accessories required to fly cost as little as $7900.
Training is based at Van Sant Airport in Bucks County PA, but our equipment is mobile and can accommodate groups of students at
virtually any location. New students are welcome to visit a training session and see the equipment, take an introductory lesson,
meet some other students and pilots, watch a flying demo, ask any and every question you have, etc.
Training generally takes a minimum of 7 days, but that can be broken up into multiple segments that are convenient for your
schedule. We can, for example, separate wing handling and engine-on portions into different short trips. It's also possible to
complete much of the time consuming ground school instruction using online video conference. You can return to do additional
instruction and certifications in the future. Your instructor can take you through USPPA PPG1, PPG2, and PPG3 ratings, and more if
you're interested, and is always available to help with issues such as weather, air space, & site evaluation, equipment maintenance,
etc. The cost for instruction is a flat fee of $2500, and there is a $400 discount if you purchase Blackhawk equipment with it. You
can use school equipment to complete the course. A daily weather-specific training schedule is kept at http://ppglessons.com
If you have any questions about equipment, if you'd like to take a quick look at the air space in your area, or if you'd just like to chat
at all about flying, don't hesitate to call, text, or email anytime!
CONTACT:

Nick Antonaccio

USPPA and ASC Certified Instructor

215-630-6759

www.ppglessons.com

